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Among the leading young artists, Shen Hao is a painter with a very strong sense of purpose. I say this because is willing 
to go the course, retreat as needed, ever self-aware, and able to clearly explain his direction and purpose. Born in 
Inner Mongolia, and raised in Beijing, he has strong fortitude and perseverance. While he was trained in the academic 
mode of painting, his essence remains uninhibited. 
 
In 2001 Shen Hao entered the Central Academy of Fine Arts Department of Printmaking. His experimentation with 
printmaking and broad exposure to media gained him much new knowledge, and help expand his artistic creative 
vision. Besides his complete systematic training in printmaking, Shen Hao also began creating his “authentic” painting 
works, which readily displayed their innovative sense on the canvas. His long interest in the Wyeth style, led Shen Hao 
to model his work after that sense of a painting ambiance filled with tranquility intermixed with the bittersweet, but 
his artistic emphasis on using scraping to replace the artist’s brush, along with his use of the emotive poetic sense of 
Wyeth made which his work transforms to reflect the post-industrial era after the artistic attack. 
 
The painting knife is used only as a minor adjunct in traditional oil painting, and while some contemporary western 
artists have used knives in their work, very few have been major successes, so we must ask what the real artistic intent 
of Shen Hao is. Shen Hao has remarked: “I use the painting knife to imitate the brush, reproducing all the fine strokes, 
trying to reach all the thickest lines”. But in fact, imitation is not at all the intention of Shen Hao, rather the artist 
endeavors to achieve a certain “revolutionary toppling”, to attain a new level of freedom for the expressions of the 
“ink brush”. At such a moment, if one were to use Shen Hao’s expression of “using scraping to replace the brush”, then 
the artist’s borrowing from Wyeth’s style is all the more an attempt to create his own artistic language. Shen Hao has 
said, before creating this works, he created some works which reflect the mentally ill, and while I did not see any of 
these works in his studio, the artist explained to me that “the purpose of the works was to reveal mental illness in 
contemporary society and how some of it ‘cannot be healed’”. 
 
This kind of “inability to heal” once had left Shen Hao feeling deeply saddened that he gave up this theme. In fact, his 
interest in the Wyeth style is not merely about tragedy and sentiment but about rational thinking and analysis. A 
young painter such as Shen Hao, has long abandoned any interest in a “grand narrative”, indeed it can be said that he 
doubts any science or knowledge which can explain everything, as Shen Hao reveals in his works, while the artist clings 
to narrative in his works, his narration involves the entire painting to some degree purely expressing “a personal 
language”. Shen Hao claims that the roots of his works lies in his life and daily memories, and these all become more 
emotionally fitting and sensible through his works, creating a “genuine sign and visual evidence”. 
 
If we study in-depth it is easy to discover that the younger generation’s “personal language” is quite distinct from the 
“self-liberation” of the 1980s in the twentieth century. Taking the example of Shen Hao, he grew up in an era of China’s 
rapid transformation, and as the complex and varied forces of globalization pervaded, so the current environment of 
change and uncertainty about the future have created the reality he must face every day. So art for Shen Hao is not 
merely the means by which he pursues some unreal sublime state, but rather how he allows his life to be more 
forgiving and calm. Hence the artistic creation more often returns to personal foundations, using art to record their 
own internal travails and travels, as well as their attitude to their environment and their favorites, least favorites, pains, 
and joys. It is therefore that Shen Hao’s creations use their individual expression to present the “external world’s 
appearance”, using their visual evidence so we can appreciate his inner thoughts, thereby revealing the era’s destiny in 
the movement of the stars. 
 
After 2009, Shen Hao’s works have rarely featured any “personalities”, instead focusing on “fauna and flora” or 
“industrial works” to express himself. In one sense this reflected the artist’s embrace of the common doubts about 



reality, and in another sense revealing a revised personal narrative style. Shen Hao’s works reveal a sense of 
“imaginative narrative” amidst daily life, and these seemingly “hallucinational” statements are much more “realistic” 
than all manner of shows of force or status. When just beginning, Shen Hao often painted unitary images of “ovens” 
and “fans”. The artist says “I began by painting people, now I paint things, I want to give life to these things”. Of course, 
this kind of expression involves a substantial amount of “imagination”, and its vitality is expressed precisely in just such 
“imagination”. As reality is composed of just such narrative reality, the “hallucinational” elements became even deeper. 
Shen Hao maintained steadfastly that living “things” includes the massive capacity for information in real life, and only 
through enhancing its coherent expression, can we unleash its deep “significance”, and to attain this “significance”, the 
artist must explore deconstruction and providing a rational explanation. 
 
Shen Hao is attempting to use art to establish a clear relation between “life” and “things”, a narrative to explain 
“them” and their etiology, as well as their holistic elucidation. The artist originally continued on his “imaginative 
narration”, and also developed his own methodology for “argumentation” and by “implication”.  
 
As for his “argumentation”, this refers to how Shen Hao uses a narrative at “close distance” to express the thing, with 
detailed “traces” and “rust”, to clearly delineate the uniqueness or characteristics of the thing. He also uses transverse 
analogy methods to explicate the commonalities or similarities among things and other things; while his use of 
“implication” refers to the deep conceptual awareness of implications, especially for those which are stable or 
transformative, or that reflect significant values in time or space. Shen Hao is trying to use “implication” to create and 
present a “select set of relations”, which reveals the era’s conclusions and personalized positions.   
 
It is so that Shen Hao’s works have taken that originally uncertain element, and mystically transformed the images to 
something familiar, and these shapes can be recognized by us because of their relation to things which we find familiar. 
But the artist also maintains his “imaginative narration”, as Shen Hao uses all kind of things like puzzle pieces to 
organize a painting’s contents, while also using the “horizon” and all kind of “hard edges”, to emphasize the colors of a 
“virtualization”. This means the artist himself becomes the “leading” force in the work, and the entire painting bears 
relation to the artist’s personal narrative style.  
 
It goes without a doubt that Shen Hao considers his creative works to more and more create a game of visual 
intelligence. Thus, the artist has increased his reading volume, and begun to add explanatory elements to his works. 
Shen Hao has remarked, “in my recent years artistic creation, I have not looked to book learning to provide my 
inspiration, instead I have continued to rely on serendipity to look for my inspiration from the countryside where I 
reside, enjoying random walks, or taking some photos, and then returning to organize, but these creative processes do 
allow me to create from using an informed perspective from which to consider things”. 
 
The works “Fragmented Selection” and “The Rice and Yuan”, compel the artist’s thought processes to the direction of 
“knowledge”, “language” and “signs”, transforming what his original personal language to a “deeply structured” 
knowledge was. Even if he leaves many images from life, the artist is working to explore creation beyond narration of a 
sense both beyond the past and the present. Among which, Shen Hao can work the detailed image elements from 
their sources, uniting text, signs and images, through creative reorganization, while also expressing doubts, engaging in 
argumentation, and exploring interpretation. 
 
Shen Hao has never thought of himself as being somehow above the masses, and indeed his uninhibited character has 
left him surrounded by suspicions, which is why, Shen Hao considers that his creation affords him an opportunity for 
interpretation which is highly personalized, and not authoritarian, and provides a complete elucidation. Moreover the 
artist maintains his position that “art is not able to save mankind, but it can help foster our interchange”. At the same 
as emphasizing greater knowledge within the images, Shen Hao also maintains that “artistic work is part of the 
creation of life”, and this kind of work possesses both its contradictions and complexities, which reflect the reality of 



the contradictions and complexity of contemporary humanity. Reality is counterpoised between real life, while the 
artist also reflects a certain artistic sense of humor, and amidst the relaxed and witty, Shen Hao takes all kind of 
conflicting factors and transforms them into grand, joyful, varied and interactive expressions of tolerance and 
reconciliation. 
 
 
 


